CDM SMITH & UTILITYAR
CDM Smith Provides International Expertise Using UtilityAR
CDM SMITH REPORTS SAVINGS OF 10-20%
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CDM Smith is a full service engineering and
construction firm that provides consulting, design,
and program and integrated construction
management solutions in water, environment,
infrastructure, energy and facilities projects for
government and private clients. With over 5000
staff, they have offices throughout the world
including Ireland and the UK.
CDM Smith was looking for solutions that would
enable them to improve their ability to bring their
international expertise to regional projects,
without the need for those experts to travel on
every occasion.

AUGMENTED REALITY SMART GLASSES

REMOTE ADVISER VIDEO CALLING

UtilityAR Smart Glasses are a new platform that
presents exciting opportunities to provide workers
with the information they need to get their job
done and to link them with specialist staff and
advice when needed.

CDM Smith used the on-board forward-facing
camera to allow an offsite adviser to see what the
local technician is seeing and to provide feedback
to them on the next steps through the
headphones and using onscreen mark-ups.
UtilityAR allowed CDM Smith to save hours of
travel and enabled the most qualified and
experienced person to easily weigh in on a
problem whenever required.

Augmented Reality smart glasses can project
information onto the inside of the lens of the glass
to allow the wearer to see it while still seeing the
real world and being hands-free.

www.utilityar.com
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REQUEST A FREE DEMO TO SEE HOW AUGMENTED REALITY CAN BE APPLIED TO YOUR BUSINESS!

RESULTS
CDM Smith reports %10-20 cost savings by using UtilityAR Solutions. UtilityAR is allowing CDM Smith to
offer better outcomes to their customers in the project development, energy and utility sectors. Using
Augmented Reality software, the company have reduced the amount of travel required by their specialists
while also improving the availability of those specialists for their regional projects. This is allowing the
company to deliver savings in time and costs while improving their service.

CONTACT
DUBLIN
Greenway Hub, Grangegorman,
Dublin 7, D07 H6K8.
enquiries@utilityar.com
(+353) 1 254 4432

MAKE ENQUIRY

JOIN WEBINAR

LONDON
Kemp House, 152-160 City Road,
London, EC1V 2NX.
enquiries@utilityar.com
(+44) 208 1233 223

REQUEST DEMO

WATCH VIDEOS

